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Leon was not alone..

Benedict and Harvey were both dumbfounded too. They exchanged looks with each other. Soon, they understood what was

going on.

“Cough, cough…” Benedict pretended to cough after realizing it.

It pulled Cynthia out of her emotional breakdown. Only then did she realize her action was inappropriate. Her cheeks turned rosy

as she quickly left Leon’s arms. Her head was lowered because she did not dare to make eye contact with him.

Leon thought she was just overjoyed and too impulsive so he did not think too much about it.

“Leon, I’m grateful for you. Not only did you save Cynthia’s life, but you also helped her to reach the Intermediate Innate State…

The things you did for my family are too much. How can I ever repay you?” Benedict said gratefully.

Both Harvey and Cynthia were very grateful too. Especially Cynthia. Her eyes were shimmering with colors and her heart was

falling for someone.

“Elder Shear, you are too kind. I was the one who neglected it. If I reminded Cynthia earlier on, then none of this would happen,”

Leon apologized with a smile.

“It’s not your fault. This silly girl was too reckless. Anyway, it’s wonderful that both of you are safe now,” Benedict replied.

After both parties socialized for a bit, Leon adjusted his condition and was prepared to continue where he left

off.

“Leon, you were hurt just now. I think it’s better to stop creating the alchemical pill today. It’s not too late. for you to rest for two

days to recover your body before you start to create the alchemical pill,” Benedict

advised.

Harvey and Cynthia both nodded to show their agreement.

“That’s alright. I’d recovered and I can create the alchemical pill as normal. You don’t have to worry about me…” Leon shook his

head and smiled.

He suffered a minor internal injury due to the backlash of the Spirit Nurturing Pills. Now that he solved the random spiritual

energies in his body, his power level increased and his injury recovered too.

“Er… Alright then.” Benedict failed to persuade Leon and therefore, he could only agree to let Leon continue.

Later, Leon started to create the third pot of alchemical pills. To save time, he threw two wild Panax that were around two

hundred and seventy to two hundred eighty years old into the alchemy pot.

The two shared similar medicinal properties and they were also around the same years. It was not necessary to separate them.

In the end, Leon successfully created around two hundred and thirty to two hundred and forty Energy Nurturing Pills from that

pot.

The same went for the rest of the ingredients. Organizing and throwing the wild Panax with similar years into the same pot.

Those around two hundred years were thrown together. Whereas one hundred and fifty

years old wild Panax were grouped and thrown together and the one–hundred–year–old wild Panax belonged together in one

pot.

It was evening when Leon finally tired himself out. All in all, he created at least ten thousand and more Energy Nurturing Pills.

After a discussion, they categorized those Energy Nurturing Pills into four categories. The four categories were premium Energy

Nurturing Pill, first grade Energy Nurturing Pill, second grade Energy Nurturing Pill and third grade Energy Nurturing Pill.

Among all of them, the premium grade Energy Nurturing Pill had the best effect. It was created from wild Panax that was more

than three hundred years old. Since the quantity was limited, Leon and the Shears were leaving those to themselves.

The first grade was created from the two hundred years old wild Pana‘, the second grade was from the one hundred and fifty

years old, and the third grade was from the one hundred years old ones.

Each of the Energy Nurturing Pills had a different cost and therefore, the effect was different too.

Leon promised to create other pills such as Beauty pills, Life–prolonging pills, styptic pills, and so on. However, it was too late

now so he would only create them tomorrow.

“Leon, based on my rough calculation, you have created at least three hundred and sixty premium Energy Nurturing Pills.”
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